
As  we  move  forward  with  the  Central 

Dauphin School District Energy Program, 

it  Is  our  goal  to make everyone aware 

of  who  is  doing an  outstanding  job  of     

following  the District  Energy Guidelines.  

Each month, two Schools (1) Secondary 

School  and  (1) Elementary  School  will 

receive   the  CDSD  Outstanding Energy 

Program Trophy.  It  will  be  awarded  to  

the  buildings  that  are  committed to the  

Energy    Conservation     Program     by      

following the District Energy Guidelines. 

The Trophies will be displayed, for  all to 

see,  on   the   front   desk  of   the  main  

office     for      the   entire     month.  The      

Inaugural   Trophies   are   awarded    to    

CD Middle and E.H. Phillips   Elementary   

for   their   continued  high  standards  of  

supporting   our    Energy   Conservation 

Program. 

Outstanding Energy  Program Award 

CDSD Energy Savings 

CDWATTSNEW-sletter 

Energy Tips  Where is all of my heat going?  

Building envelope: Sealing around all windows and 

doors. Your heat and air conditioning will escape or 

outdoor air will be drawn through the smallest of cracks and/or holes around windows and doors.  

Self testing your homes envelope: Turn   your   kitchen  and  bathroom  exhaust  fans  on. The  

exhaust  fans  will  create  a  negative  pressure  in your home drawing  air  through  any  hole  or 

crack around windows and doors.   Get a  tissue and run it along where your door and jamb meet 

or window meet the wall or molding,  the tissue will blow toward you if holes or cracks are present.  

Example: One 300 CFM bathroom exhaust fan will draw in enough air to fill one basketball per 

minute.  That equals 60 basketballs of outside air per hour.  Think about it………. 
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Congratulations    to     CD      

Middle   and  E.  H.  Phillips  

Elementary for winning the 

first    Outstanding   Energy 

Program trophy.  This   was 

accomplished     by     their    

continued support   of   the   

CDSD  Energy Conservation   

Program.   

 

A   special   thanks   to   all    

Teachers,        Staff        and        

Custodians for an incredible  

job  following   our    Energy  

Guidelines. 

 

How can you be green?  

Important Reminders: 

 

Keeping your doors closed as much 

as possible throughout the day will 

keep your room temperature more 

consistent and save energy. 

 

When leaving your room, please make 

sure your monitor is off, and your 

lights are out.  Every little bit adds 

up.   

From the start of the Energy Program 

in April 2010 through  January 2011 

You have helped save the District a 

total of $380,532 by following the 

CDSD  Energy  Guidelines.  This 

equates to a 20% reduction in Energy 

cost from our base year. Thank you 

and keep up the good work.  There is 

much more we all can do.  Ask your-

self, how much did I save the pro-

gram? 

Introducing www.mygreenquest.com, your FREE online 

energy tracking program.  Look for the link on the CDSD 

website. See how your energy savings measure  up to your 

neighbors by adding up to 3 utility accounts to compared 

how much energy you use in your home each month.  No 

personal information is shared and it’s FREE!!!  

Interesting Facts 
 “Americans  waste  about 8% of our annual 

electric  bill by  leaving such  items  as  cell 

phone  chargers, laptops  and other charger 

plugged  in  when  not  charging  anything.   

Just unplug them or plug them into a surge   

protector  and  flip the switch off when the 

device is charged!”    

 Preventing 1,613 metric tons of 

carbon dioxide emissions, or…...  

 290 automobiles being removed 

from highways annually, or…… 

 41,268 tree seedlings planted and 

grown for 10 years. 

     Our impact on the environment 

Did You Know 

 “In  thermal physics,  heat transfer  is the 

passage  of  thermal energy  from a hot to a 

colder body. When a physical body, e.g. an 

object  or  fluid, is at a different temperature 

than   its   surroundings   or   another  body,     

transfer  of  thermal  energy, also known as 

heat transfer, occurs  in  such a way that the 

body  and  the  surroundings  reach  thermal 

equilibrium.   Heat  transfer  always  occurs 

from a hot body to a cold one, a result of the 

second law of thermodynamics. Where there 

is  a  temperature difference between objects 

in proximity, heat transfer between them can 

never  be  stopped;  it  can  only  be  slowed 

down.” (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Heat_transfer) 

Breaking News 

We  received  confirmation on March 4, 2011 that Central Dauphin School    

District is now an Energy Star Partner.  At the end of April  2011, we will 

be applying for District wide and building Energy Star Award recognition.    
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